ABSTRACT Effective data-driven rotating machine fault diagnosis has recently been a research topic in the diagnosis and health management of machinery systems owing to the benefits, including safety guarantee, labor saving, and reliability improvement. However, in vast real-world applications, the classifier trained on one dataset will be extended to datasets under variant working conditions. Meanwhile, the deviation between datasets can be triggered easily by rotating speed oscillation and load variation, and it will highly degenerate the performance of machine learning-based fault diagnosis methods. Hence, a novel dataset distribution discrepancy measuring algorithm called high-order Kullback-Leibler (HKL) divergence is proposed. Based on HKL divergence and transfer learning, a new fault diagnosis network which is robust to working condition variation is constructed in this paper. In feature extraction, sparse filtering with HKL divergence is proposed to learn sharing and discriminative features of the source and target domains. In feature classification, HKL divergence is introduced into softmax regression to link the domain adaptation with health conditions. Its effectiveness is verified by experiments on a rolling bearing dataset and a gearbox dataset, which include 18 transfer learning cases. Furthermore, the asymmetrical performance phenomenon found in experiments is also analyzed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traditional vibration signal-based fault diagnosis methods can give quite comprehensive interpretation of vibration signals and mine the intrinsic information embedded in them [1] . The feature extraction methods utilized by them are always based on signal processing methods. These methods include time-domain analysis [2] , frequency transform [3] , high resolution time-frequency analysis [4] , wavelet transform [5] , and envelope demodulation algorithms [6] . Well developed and diverse as traditional fault diagnosis methods are, the feature extraction procedure is always time consuming and labor intensive [7] . In contrast, intelligent fault diagnosis methods are always free of manpower and fast. Meanwhile, intelligent fault diagnosis methods are desirable for the complex systems because locating signal symptoms or establishing explicit system models is challenging for them. The most striking characteristic of intelligent fault diagnosis methods is the feature extraction part of them, which widely takes advantage of artificial neural networks [8] . Lei et al. [9] introduced sparse filtering (SF) [10] into rotating machine fault diagnosis. Jia et al. [11] proposed a stacked autoencoders (SAE) based DNN for roller bearing and planetary gearbox fault diagnosis. Liu et al. [12] introduced CNN into fault diagnosis to deal with 1 dimension vibration signals directly. Zhang et al. [13] constructed a stacked denoising autoencoders based DNN to diagnosis fault signals with lower signal to noise ratio (SNR).
Although significant successes have already been achieved in the field of intelligent fault diagnosis [9] - [16] , most of these algorithms perform well under a universal assumption: the training and testing datasets have the same domain distribution [17] . Frustratingly, in many real-world application scenarios, it does not hold and the performance will drop remarkably when distributions of datasets for model training and model application differ [17] , [18] . Specially for rotating machine fault diagnosis, vibration signals collected under variant working conditions will differ much in their distributions. Meanwhile, the diversity between dataset distributions is common and occurs frequently which can be triggered easily by working condition variation such as rotating speed oscillation and load variation. This phenomenon is widely called domain shift [19] , and it will challenge the effectiveness of the most machine learning-based approaches in fault diagnosis setting in real-world scenarios. Therefore, it is significant and more practical to take consideration of these factors. Universally, the training dataset is called source domain and the dataset for model application is called target domain [20] . Aiming at reducing domain shift, domain adaptation [17] is developed and it can be categorized into transfer learning. The main idea of domain adaptation [18] is adapting the model from the auxiliary source domain to the target domain. It means constructing a prediction model with good generalization ability for the target domain utilizing little or no label information of the target domain. Plenty of application cases in natural language processing, object recognition, image classification [21] - [26] show that the domain adaptation is truly beneficial and promising. Mainly, the forms of information transfer are categorized into four general transfer categories [20] and two widely used categories are: (1) instance transfer and (2) subspace transfer. The former utilizes the source instances which are reweighed according to the sharing information in the target domain as inputs, such as [27] and [28] . The latter aims at mapping the two domains into a sharing feature subspace. Following the idea of learning the sharing feature subspace, plenty of algorithms which realize it by minimizing the domain distribution discrepancy have been proposed [17] , [22] . These distribution discrepancy evaluation methods include maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [29] , proxy A-distance [30] , and central moment discrepancy (CMD) [22] , Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [31] et al. They are always embedded into original feature extraction methods to encourage the networks mapping the samples from different domains into a sharing feature subspace and retaining the discriminative feature extraction capability of the original network. To achieve this target, evaluation terms such as KL divergence, MMD are always introduced into the objective function to measure the distribution discrepancy of features extracted from source and target domains [17] , [21] . Despite the fact that they are all effective in a certain degree, they each have some inherent deficiencies. KL divergence matches the first-order moments and computes fast but takes no consideration of the higherorder moments. Widely used MMD can match distributions better but requires computationally expensive distance and kernel matrix computation.
Recently, for fault diagnosis under variant working conditions, some people used domain adaptation in artificial neural networks to tackle the domain discrepancy between source and target datasets collected from variant working conditions, and obtained quite good results [17] , [18] . The domain adaptation approaches they used are both MMD-based methods. Inspired by KL divergence and CMD [22] , [31] , we propose matching the high-order moments of the domain-specific distributions explicitly via the proposed high-order KL (HKL) divergence. Then, a three-stage intelligent fault diagnosis method with domain adaptation ability is constructed based on HKL divergence for fault diagnosis under variant working conditions. The main contributions of the paper are described as follows.
1) HKL divergence is developed to align the high-order moments of domain distributions. Compared with MMD-based approaches, the proposed method is more effective and computes faster. 2) Two transfer learning methods are developed based on HKL divergence. Sparse filtering with HKL divergence (SF-HKL) is constructed to learn both discriminative and sharing features of the source and target domains. Meanwhile, softmax regression with HKL divergence (SOF-HKL) is developed to take consideration of the labels in domain adaptation, and it is validated that the performance can be further improved by this operation. 3) A three-stage intelligent machine fault diagnosis method is constructed. Firstly, samples are obtained from raw signals in an overlapping way and then transformed into frequency spectra in the preprocessing. Secondly, sharing features are extracted in the network trained by SF-HKL. Finally, features are fed into SOF-HKL to identify the health conditions. The constructed fault diagnosis network is capable of adapting the network to work well on datasets collected from variant working conditions. It fits the real-world applications better, and can handle rotating speed oscillation and load variation in a certain degree. Furthermore, parameter sensitivity is also investigated for the future application. 4) The performance asymmetrical phenomenon [18] which occurs when vibration signals of two working conditions serve as source and target domains alternatively is pointed out and investigated. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the preliminary knowledge briefly. Section III details the developed method. In Section IV and V, the experimental diagnosis cases are studied using the proposed method. The asymmetrical performance phenomenon is investigated in Section VI. Finally, in Section VII, the conclusions are presented.
II. RELATED KNOWLEDGE A. PROBLEM DEFINITION
For clarity, the frequently used notations are summarized in Table 1 . The fault diagnosis under variant working conditions refers to the problem that using the labeled source dataset Z s and the unlabeled target dataset Z t to predict the labels of the samples in the target dataset. It assumes that Z s and Z t are collected under different working conditions. 
B. KULLBACK-LEIBLER(KL) DIVERGENCE
KL divergence [21] is an asymmetrical measurement of the discrepancy between two probability distributions, and it is also called the relative entropy. Supposing there are two probability distributions P ∈ R k×1 and Q ∈ R k×1 , the KL divergence of Q from P is defined in (1), where P(i) and Q(i) are elements of the ith dimension in P and Q separately.
Since it is significant to evaluate and optimize the two distributions equally, the symmetrical form of KL divergence is employed to measure the divergence of two distributions here, as shown in (2) .
The similarity between the two distributions increases with the decrease of KL divergence value, which accounts for its ability of evaluating the domain divergence. As it presents, it measures the mean values of P and Q namely the firstorder moments of them, so it can be employed to align the two domain distributions in the latent space. However, it should be noted that the higher-order moments of distributions are not considered in KL divergence.
C. SPARSE FILTERING (SF)
The fundamental idea of SF focuses on constraining the sparsity of output features instead of explicitly modeling the input distribution. SF aims at obtaining sparse features that satisfy three principles [9] , [10] . The architecture of SF is shown in Fig. 1 . z i ∈ N in ×1 is the ith sample, which is composed of N in data points, k is the number of samples. The training dataset is used to train SF and obtain an optimized weight matrix W ∈ N out ×N in , where N out is the dimension of output feature vectors. In the training of SF, the following four steps should be conducted sequentially in each iteration, as shown in (3) to (6) .
Firstly, the element-wise soft absolute function namely σ (x) = √ 10 −8 + x 2 is used as activation function 1, as depicted in (3) . W j is the jth row of W ; f i j is the ith column and jth row element of feature matrix f ∈ N out ×k . Next, by means of dividing each kind of feature by its L2 norm [9] , [10] across all samples, each kind of feature f j is normalized to be equally active.
And then, each column off , namelyf i is normalized through L2 norm in (5) so feature vectors of all samples are equally active.f
At last, the normalized features are optimized for sparsity by L1 norm. The objective function of SF is depicted in (6) . The derivation can be derived through the four steps above correspondingly.
After SF training, the sample x i ∈ N in ×1 is mapped into a feature vector f i ∈ N out ×1 in the feed forward process. The mapping can be realized through the optimized W and activation function 2 namely σ (x) = log 1 + x 2 . It is an element-wise function and the final feature can be calculated as follows.
D. SOFTMAX REGRESSION Softmax regression [11] is often implemented after feature extraction for multiclass classification and performs well. Therefore, we utilize softmax regression as the classifier in this paper. Supposing the input feature matrix f = {f
, where y i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R}, and k is the number of samples. For each column vector f i , the softmax regression tries to calculate the probability, namely p(y i = r|f i ) for each label in the output layer. Then, softmax regression can be trained by minimizing the objective function as follows.
where 1{·} represents the indicator function, which outputs 0 when the condition is false, and 1 otherwise; W 2 is the parameter matrix of softmax regression and W r 2 is the rth row of W 2 . The second term is the weight decay term, and W i,j 2 is the ith row and jth column of W 2 , where N out is the input dimension of the last layer. As far as we know, few literatures shed light on softmax regression when performing domain adaptation. In this paper, we fuse the HKL divergence into softmax regression explicitly to link the sample labels with the domain adaptation process.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, HKL divergence which attempts to align highorder moments of distributions is firstly developed. Then, two transfer learning methods namely SF-HKL and SOF-HKL are proposed. Based on them, a robust fault diagnosis network is constructed for fault diagnosis under variant working conditions.
A. HKL DIVERGENCE
KL divergence can align the first-order moments of distributions explicitly and computes fast, but it takes no consideration of higher-order moments. Hence, HKL divergence is developed to align the high-order moments of distributions. Supposing the source and target input matrices are
separately, where z i s ∈ N out ×1 is the ith column instance vector of Z s and z i t ∈ N out ×1 is the jth column instance vector of Z t . HKL divergence is obtained by applying equations from (9) to (15) on Z s and Z t sequentially, where the square means the element-wise square operation; L 1 and L n measure the first and nth order moment discrepancy between Z s and Z t separately, and n = 2, 3 . . .. Equation (9) and Equation (10) 
Equation (11) and Equation (12) calculate the nth order moments of each dimension in Z s and Z t respectively. x i s1 and x i t1 are the nth order moments of the ith dimension elements in Z s and Z t separately.
Equation (13) and Equation (14) calculate the first and nth order moment discrepancy of the two domains separately.
Equation (15) calculates the overall distribution discrepancy of domains. This term can be fused into the original objective function of networks and then involved in the training of the networks. Although the effectiveness of HKL divergence will increase with n, the computing cost will increase accordingly too, so we make a tradeoff and set n to 2 in the following.
B. FAULT DIAGNOSIS NETWORK CONSTRUCTION
Mainly, the proposed fault diagnosis network is composed of three parts: (1) preprocessing; (2) feature extraction and (3) feature classification. In feature extraction, SF-HKL is constructed to extract sharing features. In feature classification, SOF-HKL is constructed to align domain adaptation further by linking the domain adaptation with the source sample labels. The proposed method is concise and computes fast, and the flowchart of the method is displayed in Fig. 2 . 
1) PREPROCESSING
In rotating machine fault diagnosis, the source and target domain samples are always acquired from different working conditions, and the domain shift always arises from load variation or rotating speed oscillation. To utilize the limited data better, data augmentation [32] is adopted through applying the overlapping sampling strategy on the raw signals. Then, FFT is conducted on signal samples to acquire the frequency coefficients correspondingly. Finally, the first-half frequency coefficients are normalized and used as the final inputs of the model.
represents the source dataset and
represents target dataset, where each sample z i contains N in frequency coefficients; y i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R} is the health condition label of source sample z i . The training dataset contains a number of samples selected from each health condition in Z s , which consist
and the samples selected from each health condition in Z t , which consist
. And the whole unlabeled target dataset Z t is for testing.
2) FEATURE EXTRACTION
Feature extraction refers to the network between input layer and latent feature layer, and we construct SF-HKL as the feature extraction network. As SF is an unsupervised feature extraction method, Z s1 and Z t1 compose the training dataset for SF without the involvement of labels. The HKL divergence term namely L HKL (f s ,f t ) is fused into the original SF objective function L SF (f ) to reduce the distribution discrepancy of features extracted from source and target domains, and the final objective function of SF-HKL is shown in (16) .
wheref is the combination of
and
are the normalized feature matrix of Z s1 and Z t1 respectively, and the normalization process is the same as the one described above;f i t andf j t are the normalized column vectors of the ith and the jth samples in Z s1 and Z t1 respectively; λ 1 makes a tradeoff between the effects of L SF (f ) and L HKL (f s ,f t ). In this way, the network can extract both discriminative and sharing features by minimizing the new objective function iteratively.
Finally, with the optimized weight matrix W 1 ∈ N out ×N in and (7), we can map Z s1 and Z t1 to feature matrix f s ∈ N out ×k s , f t ∈ N out ×k t separately.
3) FEATURE CLASSIFICATION
Feature classification refers to the network between the latent feature layer and output layer. In domain adaptation, domain distributions are always aligned in unsupervised feature extraction but it can not be linked to the labels. Therefore, SOF-HKL is developed to solve the domain shift problem further. The input matrices of HKL divergence term can be calculated through (17) and (18), where |·| is the element-wise absolute function. Supposing the weight matrix of softmax regression is W 2 ∈ C×N out , the optimized weight matrix W 2 can be obtained by minimizing (19) 
Finally, the trained fault diagnosis network can be applied directly to the testing dataset Z t and the corresponding health conditions of target domain samples can be obtained.
IV. CASE STUDY I: FAULT DIAGNOSIS OF MOTOR BEARING UTILIZING THE PROPOSED METHOD A. DATA DESCRIPTION
The dataset provided by Case Western Reserve University [33] is adopted to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The signals were all acquired from the drive end of the motor through a tri-axial accelerator under 4 health conditions: 1) normal condition (NO); 2) outer race fault (OF); 3) inner race fault (IF) and 4) roller fault (RF). Vibration signals of three different severity levels (0.18, 0.36 and 0.54 mm) were collected from health condition OF, IF and RF separately. Additionally, the signals were all collected under 4 different loads (0, 1, 2 and 3 hp) and the sampling frequency was 12 kHz. For convenience, the outer race fault of severity level 0.18 mm is denoted as OF18, and other health conditions are also denoted in this way.
As the distributions of domains vary with the working conditions, the samples are separated into corresponding domains according to their working conditions. The components of each domain are presented in Table 2 . Each domain contains 10000 samples, which are obtained evenly from ten health conditions, and each sample contains 1200 data points. Then time-domain samples are preprocessed into frequency-domain samples. Some preprocessed samples are shown in Fig. 3 and the details of the preprocessing are as follows [17] . 1) FFT is applied to each time-domain sample to acquire the corresponding frequency coefficients.
2) The single-sided frequency coefficients are used as inputs for the model. So the dimension of the input is 600.
3) The single-sided frequency coefficients are normalized to bigger ones [17] , and we set the upper bound to 20 here. To denote the transfer learning process, we use denotation 'a−b' represents that the source domain contains samples of all health conditions under load 'a' and the target domain contains samples of all health conditions under load 'b'.
B. NETWORK PARAMETER SELECTION AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
There are 3 tunable parameters in the constructed network: λ 1 , λ 3 and N out . The sensitivities of the performance to these parameters are investigated along with the tuning. In initialization, λ 1 , λ 3 and N out are set to 1000, 0.01 and 600 respectively. The numbers of training samples from source and target domains namely k s and k t are set to 3000 and 1000, and the samples are selected from each health condition randomly and evenly. As 12 transfer learning cases exist, we will demonstrate the ones which have the most different working conditions, namely case: A-D and D-A. However, the final parameter selection is also validated on the other transfer learning cases. Meanwhile, the number of iterations is also tuned and is set to 100 for there exists the degeneration phenomenon in SF [34] .
First of all, N out is investigated. This parameter is critical for it is directly linked with the computing cost, including the training time and the storage cost. For both cases, it is displayed in Fig. 4 that the accuracy varies more than 10% and the training time increases almost linearly with the rise of N out within the variation range of N out . And the performances of both cases increase little when N out is bigger than 500, so we make a tradeoff and set N out to 500.
Secondly, λ 1 and λ 3 are investigated together, for they both weigh the effects of the original terms and the HKL divergence terms in the objective functions, and influence the performance of the network together. As shown in Fig. 5 , it presents in both cases that the version without HKL divergence namely when λ 1 = 0, λ 3 = 0 has lower testing accuracies than the network with properly tuned parameters. The performance peaks when λ 1 is around 1E3 and λ 3 is around 1E-2. Meanwhile, it is also presented in Fig. 5 that the performance is more sensitive to λ 1 for the accuracies vary more than 30% in the variation range of λ 1 and vary less than 10% in the variation range of λ 3 . Finally, we set λ 1 to 1E3 and λ 3 to 1E-2.
As shown above, the most sensitive parameter is λ 1 in the variation range of each parameter. Therefore, more attention should be paid to the selection of λ 1 , and the other parameters can be set in more flexible ranges without increasing the risk of affecting the diagnosis performance a lot.
C. DIAGNOSIS RESULTS OF THE CONSTRUCTED NETWORK
In this section, the performance of the proposed method is investigated using all the 12 transfer learning cases, as shown in Table 3 . The parameters and the proportion of samples from source and target domains namely k s k t are tuned in each case for SF. For convenience, the value of k s k t is denoted as µ. It should be pointed out that the target domain samples also participate in the unsupervised feature extraction part of SF, because unsupervised feature extraction can get some domain-adaptation ability when samples from both domains are adopted. Furthermore, we denote the proposed method with a fixed µ in all cases as Method 1, and denote the one with a tuned µ for each case as Method 2.
TABLE 3. Diagnosis results of all transfer learning cases (%).
Firstly, the situation with a fixed µ in the proposed method is investigated, and the numbers of samples from source and target domains are still 3000 and 1000 respectively. Generally, it is shown in Table 2 that the testing accuracies of A-D and D-A are beyond 99.5% and the testing accuracies of most cases are beyond 95%. By comparison, it shows that the proposed method outperforms SF in all cases. In detail, the lowest improvement of testing accuracy is 5.49% and the averaged improvement is 13.96%. It demonstrates that the developed method is quite effective in performing domain adaptation.
Then, the diagnosis results of the constructed network with a tuned µ for each case are investigated, as shown in Table 3 . Generally, the performance of all transfer learning cases can be further improved by tuning µ. The biggest improvement of the diagnosis accuracy is 5.67%, which occurs in case C-A. The averaged improvement is 1.96%. It indicates the value of µ effects the performance in a certain degree. Meanwhile, the tuning of µ in cases A-D and D-A is presented in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) separately. It shows that the optimized values of µ are different in the two cases.
To further show the results, the confusion matrices of the pair of cases B-D and D-B which have the biggest testing accuracy discrepancy are shown in Fig. 7 , and they are the averaged results of 20 trials. The rows represent the actual health condition types, and the columns represent the predicted health condition types. It presents that samples of categories IF18, BF18 and BF54 are always misclassified in both cases, and BF18 and BF54 are always misclassified as each other mainly because they are similar and are just distinct in fault severity.
D. PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS WITH OTHER ALGORITHMS
To better present the superiority of the proposed method, we compare it with the related works and some domainadaptation methods in Table 4 , which adopt the same motor bearing dataset. In Method 1, the prediction results of SF are displayed for comparison. In Method 2, SF-HKL is employed in the feature extraction. It shows that the averaged testing accuracies of all cases can be improved by more than 9% compared with Method 1, which validates the effectiveness of SF-HKL. In Method 3, SOF-HKL is used in feature classification. It presents that the testing accuracy can be improved in all cases compared with Method 1, which validates the effectiveness of the proposed SOF-HKL. In Method 4, KL divergence is embedded into SF and softmax regression together, and the constructed network is denoted as SF+SOF+KL. In Method 5, SF+SOF+HKL is constructed by embedding HKL divergence into SF and softmax regression together. The comparison shows that SF+SOF+HKL outperforms SF+SOF+KL by 4.98% higher averaged testing accuracy. In Method 6, we fuse the widely used MMD into SF and softmax regression and denote it as SF+SOF+MMD. By comparison, it shows that SF+SOF+MMD is effective in improving the diagnosis accuracy compared with Method 1, but the effectiveness is inferior to SF+SOF+HKL. In Method 7, we construct a network where a domain adaptation strategy called correlation alignment (CORAL) [35] is employed to do domain adaptation on the samples before feature extraction, the result shows that it can improve the averaged prediction accuracy by 3%, but still inferior to SF+SOF+KL or SF+SOF+HKL. In Method 8, a 5-layer deep fault diagnosis network is constructed and denoted as SAE, which is firstly pre-trained by AE and then fine tuned by global fine tuning. The results show that it outperforms SF for having deeper network structure and is inferior to SF+HKL for having no domain adaptation. In Method 9, we construct a fault diagnosis network based on a domain adaptation method called transfer component analysis (TCA) [36] . It shows that TCA outperforms SF in all cases mainly for having domain adaptation, and is inferior to SF+SOF+MMD mainly for taking no consideration of label information. In Method 10, we construct a network based on a domain adaptation method called transfer joint matching (TJM) [37] , which conducts domain adaptation by both instance transfer and subspace transfer. By comparison, it shows that TJM outperforms SF+KL mainly for having instance transfer operation, and is inferior to SF+SOF+MMD mainly for taking no consideration of labels in the domain adaptation. In Method 11, 12 and 13, support vector machine (SVM), deep belief network (DBN) and artificial neural network (ANN) [38] are selected as contrast, and the details can be found in [18] . The averaged testing accuracies of them are 87.45%, 57.90% and 67.70% respectively, and it shows that their performances are obviously inferior to SF+SOF+KL and SF+SOF+HKL. As complexity is also an important performance index of machine learning-based methods, we also present the comparisons of training time among these transfer learning methods in Table 4 . It shows that SF+SOF+HKL needs a little more time in network training when compared with SF+SOF+KL, and it needs less training time when compared with SF+SOF+MMD. Meanwhile, it also presents that SF+CORAL needs the least time for training among all the transfer learning methods for it only needs to reweight the training samples in the preprocessing, which is not quite time-consuming.
V. CASE STUDY II: FAULT DIAGNOSIS OF GEARBOX UTILIZING THE PROPOSED METHOD A. DATA DESCRIPTION
A gearbox vibration signal dataset [39] is utilized to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, and the test bench is shown in Fig. 8 . There are six health conditions of gears: 1) normal condition (NC); 2) pinion gear worn (PW); 3) wheel gear pitting (WP); 4) wheel gear broken-tooth (WB); 5) wheel gear pitting and pinion gear worn (WPPW) and 6) wheel gear broken-tooth and pinion gear worn (WBPW), and each health condition has 3 loads. The sampling frequency was 5120 Hz and 500 samples are acquired from each health condition under one load. The details of the domains under different working conditions are given in Table 5 , and there are 3000 samples in each domain. The dimensions of the time-domain samples and the corresponding frequencydomain samples are 1500 and 750 separately. 
B. DIAGNOSIS RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
The diagnosis results of the proposed method and comparisons with other methods are shown in Table 6 . The descriptions of the methods are the same as the ones shown in Section V, and all the parameters of them are tuned. As there are six possible transfer learning cases, the results of them are all presented in Table 6 . Generally, the testing accuracies of the proposed method in most cases are beyond 90%. In detail, compared with SF, the lowest improvement is 7.22% and the averaged improvement is 17.90%. Meanwhile, it shows that the proposed method outperforms the others in all cases, which verifies that the proposed method is fairly robust to working condition variation. Furthermore, the diagnosis results are consistent with the results shown in the bearing case.
VI. ASYMMETRICAL PERFORMANCE PHENOMENON
It is observed that the performance of case 'a-b' is different from case 'b-a' [18] when the value of µ is fixed in both SF+SOF+HKL and SF, and we call it asymmetrical performance phenomenon here, which appears in all pairs of transfer learning cases. The testing accuracy discrepancies of some pairs of transfer learning cases are shown in Fig. 9 . There are mainly two reasons accounting for the phenomenon. 1) It could be noted that as SF is an unsupervised feature extraction method, the proportion of the numbers of samples from the two domains, namely µ can cause the phenomenon, as shown in Fig. 9 . Meanwhile, for HKL divergence, it is extended from the symmetrical version of KL divergence, so it will not cause this phenomenon when µ is set to 1. 2) Although domain adaptation by sharing feature subspace learning can extract the sharing features of both domains, there is no guarantee that the conditional distributions [20] of the sharing features are same for source and target domains due to no labels participate in feature extraction. So the sharing features may have different distributions in the two domains. Supposing the distributions of the ith dimension features of all samples in source and target domains are X1 and X2 respectively, and the distributions of labels are Y for both domains. It is unnecessary that P(Y|X1) is identical to P(Y|X2) and that accounts for the asymmetrical performance phenomenon in a certain degree. It can also be verified by the situation that although relieved by using SOF-HKL, the asymmetrical phenomenon still exists when the value of µ is tuned.
VII. CONCLUSION
In real-world fault diagnosis environments, working condition variation caused by rotating speed oscillation and load variation is a common setting, and it can lead to the diversity between source and target dataset distributions easily. Hence, HKL divergence is proposed to adapt domain distributions further by aligning the high-order moments of distributions in source and target domains. Meanwhile, HKL divergence is embedded into SF and softmax regression, and a robust fault diagnosis network based on them is constructed in this paper. Experiments on a widely-used bearing dataset and a gearbox dataset validate the superiority of the proposed method in eliminating the effect of the working condition variation. The results show that HKL divergence can do domain adaptation further than KL divergence by aligning the high-order moments of distributions. Furthermore, the effectiveness of employing HKL divergence in SF or softmax regression for domain adaptation is also validated separately by experiments. The asymmetrical performance phenomenon is pointed out and analyzed, which occurs when two datasets from different working conditions serve as source or target domain alternatively. Two main reasons account for the phenomenon are given. (1) The numbers of training samples from source and target domains are unequal; (2) There are no labels participating in feature extraction, so the extracted features of source and target domains may have different conditional distributions. Softmax regression with HKL divergence can relieve this situation but the effectiveness is limited. We will investigate more powerful network structure based on HKL divergence in our future work.
